Math Success Center - LAC
Math 40, 45, 47, 50 & 60
Tutorial Schedules

Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 10: April 12 – April 17

Friday, April 16, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60) Calc Tutorial 8: Related Rates R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 11: April 19 – April 24

Friday, April 23, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60) Calc Tutorial 16: Summary of Curve Sketching R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 12: April 26 – May 01

Friday, April 30, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60 ) Calc Tutorial 15: How Derivatives Affect the Shape of a Graph R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 13: May 03 – May 08

Friday, May 7, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60 ) Calc Tutorial 10: Introduction to Integration R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 14: May 10 – May 15

Friday, May 14, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60) Calc Tutorial 10: Introduction to Integration R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 15: May 17 – May 22

Friday, May 21, 2021
9:00 AM - (Math 60) Calc Tutorial 20: Volumes R. Kemp
Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 16: May 24 – May 29
Math Success Center - LAC
Math 40, 45, 47, 50 & 60
Tutorial Schedules

Math Tutorials
Make sure you choose a Tutorial topic AFTER covering the material IN CLASS.

Week 17: May 31 – June 02